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QUESTION 1

A DevOps engineer at a company is supporting an AWS environment in which all users use AWS IAM Identity Center
(AWS Single Sign-On). The company wants to immediately disable credentials of any new IAM user and wants the
security team to receive a notification. 

Which combination of steps should the DevOps engineer take to meet these requirements? (Choose three.) 

A. Create an Amazon EventBridge rule that reacts to an IAM CreateUser API call in AWS CloudTrail. 

B. Create an Amazon EventBridge rule that reacts to an IAM GetLoginProfile API call in AWS CloudTrail. 

C. Create an AWS Lambda function that is a target of the EventBridge rule. Configure the Lambda function to disable
any access keys and delete the login profiles that are associated with the IAM user. 

D. Create an AWS Lambda function that is a target of the EventBridge rule. Configure the Lambda function to delete the
login profiles that are associated with the IAM user. 

E. Create an Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topic that is a target of the EventBridge rule. Subscribe
the security team\\'s group email address to the topic. 

F. Create an Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) queue that is a target of the Lambda function. Subscribe
the security team\\'s group email address to the queue. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has a single Developer writing code for an automated deployment pipeline. The Developer is storing source
code in an Amazon S3 bucket for each project. The company wants to add more Developers to the team but is
concerned about code conflicts and lost work. The company also wants to build a test environment to deploy newer
versions of code for testing and allow Developers to automatically deploy to both environments when code is changed in
the repository. 

What is the MOST efficient way to meet these requirements? 

A. Create an AWS CodeCommit repository for each project, use the main branch for production code, and create a
testing branch for code deployed to testing. Use feature branches to develop new features and pull requests to merge
code to testing and main branches. 

B. Create another S3 bucket for each project for testing code, and use an AWS Lambda function to promote code
changes between testing and production buckets. Enable versioning on all buckets to prevent code conflicts. 

C. Create an AWS CodeCommit repository for each project, and use the main branch for production and test code with
different deployment pipelines for each environment. Use feature branches to develop new features. 

D. Enable versioning and branching on each S3 bucket, use the main branch for production code, and create a testing
branch for code deployed to testing. Have Developers use each branch for developing in each environment. 

Correct Answer: A 

 



QUESTION 3

A company uses Amazon S3 to store proprietary information. The development team creates buckets for new projects
on a daily basis. The security team wants to ensure that all existing and future buckets have encryption logging and
versioning enabled. Additionally, no buckets should ever be publicly read or write accessible. 

What should a DevOps engineer do to meet these requirements? 

A. Enable AWS CloudTrail and configure automatic remediation using AWS Lambda. 

B. Enable AWS Conflg rules and configure automatic remediation using AWS Systems Manager documents. 

C. Enable AWS Trusted Advisor and configure automatic remediation using Amazon EventBridge. 

D. Enable AWS Systems Manager and configure automatic remediation using Systems Manager documents. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/mt/aws-config-auto-remediation-s3-compliance/ https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/aws-
config-rules-dynamic-compliance-checking-for-cloud-resources/ 

 

QUESTION 4

To run an application, a DevOps engineer launches an Amazon EC2 instance with public IP addresses in a public
subnet. A user data script obtains the application artifacts and installs them on the instances upon launch. A change to
the security classification of the application now requires the instances to run with no access to the internet. While the
instances launch successfully and show as healthy, the application does not seem to be installed. 

Which of the following should successfully install the application while complying with the new rule? 

A. Launch the instances in a public subnet with Elastic IP addresses attached. Once the application is installed and
running, run a script to disassociate the Elastic IP addresses afterwards. 

B. Set up a NAT gateway. Deploy the EC2 instances to a private subnet. Update the private subnet\\'s route table to use
the NAT gateway as the default route. 

C. Publish the application artifacts to an Amazon S3 bucket and create a VPC endpoint for S3. Assign an IAM instance
profile to the EC2 instances so they can read the application artifacts from the S3 bucket. 

D. Create a security group for the application instances and allow only outbound traffic to the artifact repository. Remove
the security group rule once the install is complete. 

Correct Answer: C 

EC2 instances running in private subnets of a VPC can now have controlled access to S3 buckets, objects, and API
functions that are in the same region as the VPC. You can use an S3 bucket policy to indicate which VPCs and which
VPC Endpoints have access to your S3 buckets 1-https://aws.amazon.com/pt/blogs/aws/new-vpc-endpoint-for-amazon-
s3/ 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has an on-premises application that is written in Go. A DevOps engineer must move the application to AWS.
The company\\'s development team wants to enable blue/green deployments and perform A/B testing. 



Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Deploy the application on an Amazon EC2 instance, and create an AMI of the instance. Use the AMI to create an
automatic scaling launch configuration that is used in an Auto Scaling group. Use Elastic Load Balancing to distribute
traffic. When changes are made to the application, a new AMI will be created, which will initiate an EC2 instance
refresh. 

B. Use Amazon Lightsail to deploy the application. Store the application in a zipped format in an Amazon S3 bucket.
Use this zipped version to deploy new versions of the application to Lightsail. Use Lightsail deployment options to
manage the deployment. 

C. Use AWS CodeArtifact to store the application code. Use AWS CodeDeploy to deploy the application to a fleet of
Amazon EC2 instances. Use Elastic Load Balancing to distribute the traffic to the EC2 instances. When making
changes to the application, upload a new version to CodeArtifact and create a new CodeDeploy deployment. 

D. Use AWS Elastic Beanstalk to host the application. Store a zipped version of the application in Amazon S3. Use that
location to deploy new versions of the application. Use Elastic Beanstalk to manage the deployment options. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://aws.amazon.com/quickstart/architecture/blue-green-deployment/ 

 

QUESTION 6

When specifying more than one conditional requirements for a task, what is the proper method? 

A. - when: foo == "hello" and bar == "world" 

B. - when: foo == "hello" - when: bar == "world" 

C. - when: foo == "hello" andand bar == "world" 

D. - when: foo is "hello" and bar is "world" 

Correct Answer: A 

Ansible will allow you to stack conditionals using `and\\' and `or\\'. It requires it to be in the same `when\\' statement,
comparisons must be `==\\' for equals or `!=\\' for not equals and the `and/or\\' must be written as such, not `andand/||\\'. 

Reference: http://docs.ansible.com/ansible/playbooks_conditionals.html#the-when-statement 

 

QUESTION 7

A DevOps engineer has developed an AWS Lambda function The Lambda function starts an AWS CloudFormation drift
detection operation on all supported resources for a specific CloudFormation stack The Lambda function then exits Its
invocation The DevOps engineer has created an Amazon EventBrdge scheduled rule that Invokes the Lambda function
every hour. An Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topic already exists In the AWS account. The
DevOps engineer has subscribed to the SNS topic to receive notifications 

The DevOps engineer needs to receive a notification as soon as possible when drift is detected in this specific stack
configuration. 

Which solution Will meet these requirements? 



A. Configure the existing EventBridge rule to also target the SNS topic Configure an SNS subscription filter policy to
match the Cloud Formation stack. Attach the subscription filter policy to the SNS tomc 

B. Create a second Lambda function to query the CloudFormation API for the drift detection results for the stack
Configure the second Lambda function to publish a message to the SNS topic If drift ts detected Adjust the existing
EventBridge rule to also target the second Lambda function 

C. Configure Amazon GuardDuty in the account with drift detection for all CloudFormation stacks. Create a second
EventBndge rule that reacts to the GuardDuty drift detection event finding for the specific CloudFormation stack.
Configure the SNS topic as a target of the second EventBridge rule. 

D. Configure AWS Config in the account. Use the cloudformation-stack-drift-detection-check managed rule. Create a
second EventBndge rule that reacts to a compliance change event for the CloudFormaUon stack. Configure the SNS
topc as a target of the second EventBridge rule. 

Correct Answer: D 

A comprehensive and detailed explanation is: Option A is incorrect because EventBridge rules cannot filter events
based on the message body or attributes of the target service. Therefore, configuring an SNS subscription filter policy to
match the CloudFormation stack will not work. The SNS topic will receive all events from the EventBridge rule,
regardless of the stack name or drift status. Option B is incorrect because it introduces unnecessary complexity and
cost. Creating a second Lambda function to query the CloudFormation API for the drift detection results is redundant,
since CloudFormation already publishes drift detection events to EventBridge. Moreover, invoking two Lambda functions
every hour will incur more charges than invoking one. Option C is incorrect because GuardDuty does not provide drift
detection for CloudFormation stacks. GuardDuty is a threat detection service that monitors for malicious activity and
unauthorized behavior in AWS accounts and workloads. It does not monitor or report on configuration changes or drifts
in CloudFormation stacks. Option D is correct because it leverages AWS Config and its managed rule for drift detection.
AWS Config is a service that enables you to assess, audit, and evaluate the configurations of your AWS resources. It
can detect configuration changes and drifts in CloudFormation stacks using the cloudformation-stack-drift-detection-
check managed rule. This rule triggers an AWS Config event when a stack drifts from its expected template
configuration. By creating a second EventBridge rule that reacts to this event for the specific stack, the DevOps
engineer can configure the SNS topic as a target and receive a notification as soon as possible when drift is detected.
References: AWS Config Amazon SNS subscription filter policies Amazon EventBridge rules 

 

QUESTION 8

A DevOps engineer is building a multistage pipeline with AWS CodePipeline to build, verify, stage, test, and deploy an
application. A manual approval stage is required between the test stage and the deploy stage. The development team
uses a custom chat tool with webhook support that requires near-real-time notifications. 

How should the DevOps engineer configure status updates for pipeline activity and approval requests to post to the chat
tool? 

A. Create an Amazon CloudWatch Logs subscription that filters on CodePipeline Pipeline Execution State Change.
Publish subscription events to an Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topic. Subscribe the chat
webhook URL to the SNS topic, and complete the subscription validation. 

B. Create an AWS Lambda function that is invoked by AWS CloudTrail events. When a CodePipeline Pipeline
Execution State Change event is detected, send the event details to the chat webhook URL. 

C. Create an Amazon EventBridge rule that filters on CodePipeline Pipeline Execution State Change. Publish the events
to an Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topic. Create an AWS Lambda function that sends event
details to the chat webhook URL. Subscribe the function to the SNS topic. 

D. Modify the pipeline code to send the event details to the chat webhook URL at the end of each stage. Parameterize



the URL so that each pipeline can send to a different URL based on the pipeline environment. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/sns-lambda-webhooks-chime-slack-teams/ 

 

QUESTION 9

A production account has a requirement that any Amazon EC2 instance that has been logged in to manually must be
terminated within 24 hours. All applications in the production account are using Auto Scaling groups with the Amazon
CloudWatch Logs agent configured. 

How can this process be automated? 

A. Create a CloudWatch Logs subscription to an AWS Step Functions application. Configure an AWS Lambda function
to add a tag to the EC2 instance that produced the login event and mark the instance to be decommissioned. Create an
Amazon EventBridge rule to invoke a second Lambda function once a day that will terminate all instances with this tag. 

B. Create an Amazon CloudWatch alarm that will be invoked by the login event. Send the notification to an Amazon
Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topic that the operations team is subscribed to, and have them terminate the
EC2 instance within 24 hours. 

C. Create an Amazon CloudWatch alarm that will be invoked by the login event. Configure the alarm to send to an
Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) queue. Use a group of worker instances to process messages from the
queue, which then schedules an Amazon EventBridge rule to be invoked. 

D. Create a CloudWatch Logs subscription to an AWS Lambda function. Configure the function to add a tag to the EC2
instance that produced the login event and mark the instance to be decommissioned. Create an Amazon EventBridge
rule to invoke a daily Lambda function that terminates all instances with this tag. 

Correct Answer: D 

"You can use subscriptions to get access to a real-time feed of log events from CloudWatch Logs and have it delivered
to other services such as an Amazon Kinesis stream, an Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose stream, or AWS Lambda for
custom processing, analysis, or loading to other systems. When log events are sent to the receiving service, they are
Base64 encoded and compressed with the gzip format." 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/logs/Subscriptions.html 

 

QUESTION 10

If Ansible encounters a resource that does not meet the requirements specified in the play it makes the necessary
changes to the resource; however if the resource is already in the desired state Ansible will do nothing. This is an
example of which methodology? 

A. Idempotency 

B. Immutability 

C. Convergence 

D. Infrastructure as Code 



Correct Answer: A 

Idempotency states that changes are only made if a resource does not meet the requirement specifications. If a change
is made, it is made `in-place\\' and will not break existing resources. 

Reference: http://docs.ansible.com/ansible/glossary.html 

 

QUESTION 11

A DevOps engineer needs to configure a blue green deployment for an existing three-tier application. The application
runs on Amazon EC2 instances and uses an Amazon RDS database The EC2 instances run behind an Application
Load Balancer (ALB) and are in an Auto Scaling group. 

The DevOps engineer has created a launch template and an Auto Scaling group for the blue environment. The DevOps
engineer also has created a launch template and an Auto Scaling group for the green environment. Each Auto Scaling
group deploys to a matching blue or green target group. The target group also specifies which software blue or green
gets loaded on the EC2 instances. The ALB can be configured to send traffic to the blue environments target group or
the green environments target group. An Amazon Route 53 record for www example com points to the ALB. 

The deployment must move traffic all at once between the software on the blue environment\\'s EC2 instances to the
newly deployed software on the green environments EC2 instances 

What should the DevOps engineer do to meet these requirements? 

A. Start a rolling restart to the Auto Scaling group tor the green environment to deploy the new software on the green
environment\\'s EC2 instances When the rolling restart is complete, use an AWS CLI command to update the ALB to
send traffic to the green environment\\'s target group. 

B. Use an AWS CLI command to update the ALB to send traffic to the green environment\\'s target group. Then start a
rolling restart of the Auto Scaling group for the green environment to deploy the new software on the green
environment\\'s EC2 instances. 

C. Update the launch template to deploy the green environment\\'s software on the blue environment\\'s EC2 instances
Keep the target groups and Auto Scaling groups unchanged in both environments Perform a rolling restart of the blue
environment\\'s EC2 instances. 

D. Start a rolling restart of the Auto Scaling group for the green environment to deploy the new software on the green
environment\\'s EC2 instances When the rolling restart is complete, update the Route 53 DNS to point to the green
environments endpoint on the ALB. 

Correct Answer: A 

This solution will meet the requirements because it will use a rolling restart to gradually replace the EC2 instances in the
green environment with new instances that have the new software version installed. A rolling restart is a process that
terminates and launches instances in batches, ensuring that there is always a minimum number of healthy instances in
service. This way, the green environment can be updated without affecting the availability or performance of the
application. When the rolling restart is complete, the DevOps engineer can use an AWS CLI command to modify the
listener rules of the ALB and change the default action to forward traffic to the green environment\\'s target group. This
will switch the traffic from the blue environment to the green environment all at once, as required by the question. 

 

QUESTION 12

A company has an AWS CodePipeline pipeline that is configured with an Amazon S3 bucket in the eu-west-1 Region.



The pipeline deploys an AWS Lambda application to the same Region. The pipeline consists of an AWS CodeBuild
project build action and an AWS CloudFormation deploy action. 

The CodeBuild project uses the aws cloudformation package AWS CLI command to build an artifact that contains the
Lambda function code\\'s .zip file and the CloudFormation template. The CloudFormation deploy action references the
CloudFormation template from the output artifact of the CodeBuild project\\'s build action. 

The company wants to also deploy the Lambda application to the us-east-1 Region by using the pipeline in eu-west-1. A
DevOps engineer has already updated the CodeBuild project to use the aws cloudformation package command to
produce an additional output artifact for us-east-1. 

Which combination of additional steps should the DevOps engineer take to meet these requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Modify the CloudFormation template to include a parameter for the Lambda function code\\'s zip file location. Create
a new CloudFormation deploy action for us-east-1 in the pipeline. Configure the new deploy action to pass in the us-
east-1 artifact location as a parameter override. 

B. Create a new CloudFormation deploy action for us-east-1 in the pipeline. Configure the new deploy action to use the
CloudFormation template from the us-east-1 output artifact. 

C. Create an S3 bucket in us-east-1. Configure the S3 bucket policy to allow CodePipeline to have read and write
access. 

D. Create an S3 bucket in us-east-1. Configure S3 Cross-Region Replication (CRR) from the S3 bucket in eu-west-1 to
the S3 bucket in us-east-1. 

E. Modify the pipeline to include the S3 bucket for us-east-1 as an artifact store. Create a new CloudFormation deploy
action for us-east-1 in the pipeline. Configure the new deploy action to use the CloudFormation template from the us-
east1 output artifact. 

Correct Answer: AB 

A. The CloudFormation template should be modified to include a parameter that indicates the location of the .zip file
containing the Lambda function\\'s code. This allows the CloudFormation deploy action to use the correct artifact
depending on the region. This is critical because Lambda functions need to reference their code artifacts from the same
region they are being deployed in. B. You would also need to create a new CloudFormation deploy action for the us-
east-1 Region within the pipeline. This action should be configured to use the CloudFormation template from the artifact
that was specifically created for us-east-1. 
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